LIVE FIRE TRAINING – INITIAL FIRE ATTACK

Instructor: Ch. Mike Phillips
Times: Friday, January 20 – 1300 to 1700
Location: Dixie ATC
Enrollment Limit: 14
Course Number: 74649

Description
Demonstration and performance of interior structural fire attack operations, incident command, personnel accountability, fire behavior, attack strategies, forcible entry, and fire stream management. This course includes participation in evolution based live fire exercises. Satisfies the class A interior and class B exterior fire control training requirements for Firefighter I certification.

Special Instructions: Full firefighter PPE (turn out pants, coat, NFPA structural fire fighting boots, gloves, nomex hood) including SCBA when involved in live fire training, and fire fighting helmet. Students must be able to obtain a proper seal with the SCBA face piece. It is recommended by UFRA that all male students be clean shaven before attending this class. Students must be in good physical condition and capable of working in a high stress fire fighting environment. All other equipment will be provided.